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What They Can Do: Impact
Craters in Canada & the World
 Geologically stable continental regions (e.g.

Canada) retain craters for billions of years.
 But Canada isn’t favored. Asteroids can strike
anywhere in the world, randomly.
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Some Nomenclature
 NEA = Near-Earth Asteroid (orbits the Sun

well inside the Main Asteroid Belt)

 NEO = NEAs plus Comets (comets are a

very small fraction of the danger, not zero)

 PHO = Potentially Hazardous Object (about

80% of NEOs can never strike Earth; the
remainder are PHOs, but even most PHOs
are extremely unlikely to hit)

Asteroid Distribution in the
Solar System

 Minor Planet Center view from above (inside

Jupiter’s orbit): main belt asteroids green, NEAs red.
 Graph (DeMeo & Carry, Nature 2014) of the major structure of
the asteroid belt and other groupings (numbers of
asteroids vs. distance from the Sun and orbital tilt);
Jupiter resonances (↑) cause some gaps and groups
of asteroids…and escape hatches for NEAs to Earth.
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Here we are!
In a cosmic
shooting
gallery…

 Now, let’s look at the smallest to

biggest things that strike the Earth
from interplanetary space

Sizes and Impact Frequencies
of NEOs
Chelyabinsk, 2013
Tiniest, most
frequent

Leonid meteor
shower

Peekskill meteorite

Huge,
extremely rare

Tunguska, 1908

K-T mass extinctor, 66 Myr ago

SL9
hits
Jupiter
1994

Mass Extinctions, the End-Cretaceous
Impact, the KT (K-Pg) Boundary

 >10 km NEAs strike every 100

}

K-Pg
Boundary

Myr, can cause mass extinction
 Compared to other natural disasters, the greatest destructive
energy per unit time is delivered
to ecosphere by NEAs/comets
 Terrestrial causes of extinctions
take 100s to millions of years,
while most effects of impacts
occur in just hours to years

Effects of a Huge, Extremely Rare
Civilization-Threatening Impact
 Total destruction in near-crater zone


Destruction zone 30 times the size of the asteroid

 Tsunami


Inundation of shores of impacted ocean

 Widespread fires


Re-entering ejected material broils Earth’s surface

 Stratospheric dust obscures sun


Sudden global climate change threatens agriculture

 Poisoning of the biosphere


Sulfates, nitric acid, ozone layer destroyed

 Earthquakes


Modest effects compared with everything else

 Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP)


Not well studied – could be severe

A Tiny NEO:
Chelyabinsk “Meteor”
 Morning of 15 Feb. 2013

 Brilliant superbolide: 6 times









brighter than the Sun!
Passed E→W, 19° angle,
exploded over Chelyabinsk,
Siberia (pop. 1 million)
Many videos from dash-cams
>1,400 injured, mainly by
flying glass (rushing to look)
Some structural damage
LL5 ordinary meteorite type
20-meter asteroid; 0.5 MT
Biggest asteroid impact since
Tunguska on 30 June 1908

Effects of the Smallest,
Most Likely Impacts
 Damage and casualties are at most

“9/11”

like a minor natural disaster (e.g.
tornado, wildfire).
 Public and national over-reaction
after 9/11 (stock market, homeland
security hysteria, Iraq war) could be
replicated by a modest but
unexpected impact disaster… but it
didn’t happen in Chelyabinsk.
 An otherwise harmless but brilliant
bolide (fireball) could be mistaken
for an atomic attack, causing a
dangerous response…

OVER KOREA? OVER ISRAEL? HOW
WOULD THE GENERALS RESPOND?

CSM

“…the other half prefer to believe in an
assortment of bizarre explanations,
including that the blast was a secret US
weapon test, an off-course ballistic missile,
a message from God, a crashing alien
spaceship, or even an extraterrestrial trojan
horse carrying a deadly space virus to wipe
out the Earth…”




but it didn’t happen in Chelyabinsk
What if it happened today in Korea?

 Very rare events are poorly

understood: only half of Russians
polled believe the Chelyabinsk event
was caused by a meteor.

Impacts of Practical Concern?

• Mass extinction events are too improbable to worry about.

• Meteorites do minor damage, but are a minuscule fraction
of the hazard from “falling objects.”

 The History of Recognizing and

Understanding the NEA Impact
Threat

History of the
Impact Hazard
88 Years Ago…

 Only four Near-Earth



162 Years Ago



There were ancient
fears of comets





Asteroids had been
discovered by 1931
So there had been almost
no thinking about the
impact threat
This report of “meteors”
exploding in the Brazilian
jungle, burning down vast
regions, cannot be
confirmed
But such an event possibly
happened, like Tunguska in
1908
Treatment in this British
newspaper was sensational


“menace”, “huge
bombs”, “hurricane of
flame”, “blazing bolts”

4581 Asclepius = 1989FC, 23 March 1989:
Twice as Far as the Moon: “Near Miss Day”
 Front page story in NY Times

First time a NEO “near miss” made the
front page of The New York Times.
Google “Near Miss Day” yourself!

“The passage of
1989FC was the
closest to Earth
since 1937.”
But things that
big pass that
close all the
time. We just
didn’t know it
before 1989
because we
weren’t looking.

Comet Swift-Tuttle: Never
was a Problem…
 MPC Director

Brian Marsden did
a faulty back-ofthe-envelope
calculation while
talking with
science reporter
David Chandler…

The 1997 XF11 Affair: An Asteroid
Disaster Wrongly Predicted

 3/11/98 Brian Marsden

issued a Minor Planet
Center “PIS” (Press
Information Sheet)
implying this 1 – 2 km
NEA had a 1-in-1000
chance of striking
Earth on 26 Oct. 2028.
 Correct data analysis
would have showed
chances were <10-42.
“That’s zero, folks!”

The Asteroid Disaster Blockbusters


In 1994, a professional survey showed that
~25% of the public was aware of the
potential danger from asteroids



Awareness climbed dramatically in 1998
when two blockbuster movies were being
promoted, coincidentally just as the 1997
XF11 affair was in the headlines



“Deep Impact” hit the screens two months
later. Scientists regarded it as a flawed but
inoffensive portrayal of an asteroid impact



“Armageddon” (opened July 1998) was a
totally dreadful movie about Bruce Willis
trying to destroy an asteroid “as big as
Texas.” This movie’s grotesquely distorted
view of reality has shaped public
impressions of NEO defense



“Armageddon” was nominated for 4 Oscars
(including “Best Visual Effects”, which
actually showed physically absurd
attributes of the ‘Texas-sized’ asteroid)

1.6-meter Catalina Sky Survey
telescope: discovered TC3

2008 TC3 = Almahata Sitta
Asteroid Number

TC3 asteroid moving (W. Boschin, TNG)

Telescopic observations
made between discovery
and impact
TC3 atmospheric train (M. Mahir)

TC3 Reflectance Spectrum: Wm.
Herschel Telescope (Fitzsimmons,
Hsieh, Duddy & Ramsay)

Almahata Sitta fragment on ground in
Sudan (P. Jenniskens)

TC3 Lightcurve (Clay Center Observatory)

Meteorite Name

 The first asteroid ever

discovered and then
predicted to strike the
Earth (at a specific
time and place) …and
it did strike just 20
hours later.
 Telescopic observations were made
before it struck the
atmosphere.
 ~700 fragments of a
very unusual
meteorite recovered
from Sudan desert.
 First recognition that
we can detect most
very small NEOs days
to weeks before
impact…so warnings
are possible!

Evolving Perceptions about
the NEO Hazard
 Before a 1981 Snowmass CO

conference: “What NEO hazard?”
 Early 1990s: Very unlikely impact
by >2 km impactor is what we worried about




Could destroy civilization as we know it
Chance that your tombstone will say that you died by
NEO impact is similar to death by airliner crash
Most likely 1st knowledge of NEO: when it strikes

 Sixteen years ago (NASA SDT report, 2003):




Most >1 km NEOs: discovered, orbits projected, and
found not to be a danger during next century
Tunguskas strike every 4 thousand years…too small
and faint to be found by any practical search
Small NEOs (<50 m diameter): not dangerous

 A few years ago:




2008 TC3 shows that searches by small telescopes
can find ~50% of tiny NEAs days before they hit
Danger from >1 km NEOs down by factor of ten
Worse damage by small, more frequent NEOs (~20 m)

 Comparing the NEA Impact

Hazard with Other Dangers and
Natural Hazards

How Important is NEO Threat? We’ve
Many Other Things to Worry About!

Source: John Pike

NEO impact less than this
(like terrorism or industrial
explosions)

Source: Johnfrom
Pike Twentieth Century Catastrophes
Mortality

9/11

Chances of Dying from Selected
Causes (for U.S.A.) (Chapman/Morrison 1994)

1994

By terrorism
(much due to
Sept. 11th)

9/11

Reduced risk
thanks to
Spaceguard
since 1998

2019

 Graph of statistical mortality rate

(after the Spaceguard Survey met
its goal a few years ago):

 Previous death rate estimates

(thousand/year) are down to a
couple hundred/year, mainly by
removing threat of “Global”
impactors > 2 km diameter

 Dominant threat remains for 20-

Worldwide Deaths (Annual)

Death Threat from Impacts, by NEA Size
and “Ground Zero” (more later…)
(For nominal case)

Global

Aerial
Burst over
Land
Tsunami

200 m NEAs, for which there is a
several-% chance this century
that one will strike and kill
hundreds or thousands of people.

Asteroid Diameter (km)

and “Tunguskas” will
dominate public interest
in the impact hazard.

How the mortality
will diminish from the three kinds
of impacts as the Spaceguard
telescopic searches continue

 Thus “Chelyabinsks”

Fatalities per Disaster & Average
Rates for Accidents & Natural Hazards

Asteroids: 2019

Comparing Asian Disasters
(Hypothetical and Real)
 A table-top

exercise at the
April 2015
Planetary
Defense
Conference in
Italy had a 2022
Risk Corridor
(red dots) from
SE Asia to
mideast: very
improbably this
fictional impact
struck Dhaka.
 2 weeks later, an
actual earthquake in Nepal
(orange & cyan),
killed many
thousands!

Comparing NEO Impacts and
Climate Change
Large NEO Impact

Climate Change

Similarities…

Similarities…

• They can potentially affect the globe

• Global warming is planetary in scale

• Asteroids can be deflected to miss Earth

• Society can reduce greenhouse gases

Dissimilarities…

Dissimilarities…

• Global effects within 2 hours, longer-term
effects for months or years

• Timescale for major changes: decades to
a century or more

• Extremely unlikely to happen this century

• Actually underway right now

Most Effects of a Modest NEO Impact
are Familiar from other Natural Hazards
 Shock wave, strong winds
 Falling rocks, landslides
 Seismic shaking
Meteorite punctured
roof in Canon City, CO

 Brilliant light and heat, maybe fire

 So a NEO impact resembles, in some ways,

an earthquake, a wildfire, a landslide, a
volcanic eruption, and/or a windstorm.

All effects happen nearly simultaneously and
act synergistically. Nevertheless, normal
advance planning and/or emergency response
measures should generally apply.

The Impact Hazard in Perspective
* Unlike most natural disasters, we can predict
an NEO impact…and warn.
* Unlike any other natural disaster, we can
deflect the NEO, so the impact doesn’t happen.
 Most effects are individually familiar (fire,

wind, falling debris, seismic shaking…)

Meteorite punctured
roof in Canon City, CO




Disaster responders face nothing truly alien
Synergy of many different effects in 1st 10 min.

 Warning versus no warning (time and location)




Deaths and injuries are dramatically reduced with warning
Property damage can be lessened somewhat with warning
Even with no warning, people can reduce exposure by taking
cover (within seconds to minutes) if they have been educated
to recognize what’s happening (Indian Ocean tsunami analogy)

 Impact disasters: local/regional versus global



Like Katrina, earthquakes, or wars, unaffected
people can provide emergency response…
…But NOT if the consequences are global

 Understanding and Dealing With

the NEO Impact Hazard

What Do We Know About the
Impact Hazard?
 How many asteroids and comets there are of

WE KNOW THIS…

various sizes in Earth-approaching orbits (hence,
impact frequencies are known).

 How much energy is delivered by an impact (e.g.

the TNT megatonnage, size of resulting crater).

 How much dust is raised into the stratosphere

and other environmental consequences.

 Biosphere response (agriculture, forests, human

beings, ocean life) to environmental shock.

 Response of human psychology, sociology,

political systems, and economies to such a
catastrophe.

How to Address the NEO Hazard
 Find a threatening NEO

From multi-year survey of inner solar system,
providing years-to-decades of warning
 From daily all-sky surveys to discover small
NEOs hours to months before they hit


 Evaluate the threat



Identify risk corridor, likely impact locations
Evaluate likely environmental/human
consequences

 Mitigate the threat

Civil defense measures (e.g. evacuation)
Deflection of NEO (by kinetic impact or other
measures) years in advance
 Destroy NEO (by kinetic impact or nuclear
device, but rarely needed and controversial)



Spaceguard Survey

LINEAR, New Mexico

Kitt Peak Natl. Obs.

 Initiated in 1998 when NASA promised

Congress that it would find 90% of NEAs
> 1 km diameter in ten years
 Array of groundbased telescopes, in SW
USA and Hawaii (LINEAR dominated thru
2004, then Catalina, now Pan-STARRS)
 Number of known NEAs increased from a
few hundred in 1998 to over 20,000, now.

Catalina Sky Survey, AZ

Pan-STARRS, Maui.

Annual Deaths
from NEOs
 From 2017 NASA “SDT” report
 “casualties” means “deaths”
 ~2500 annual deaths (statistics)
 1 – 2 km NEAs (“global effects”)

dominate but impact rarely
 Search benefits not considered

Benefits of Searching for and “Retiring”
Many NEOs >140 m Diameter
 Telescopic searches have been discovering large NEOs, whose orbits

have been projected ahead for a century and are then found NOT to
strike Earth, leaving a residual of undiscovered PHOs (which could hit).
 Projected a few years into the future, these current searches will have
reduced the ~2500 casualties per year to ~180 per year (see graphs).
 These do NOT take into account new searches (ATLAS and Flyeye) for
imminent small NEAs, so that evacuation warnings could be issued.

Searches for Imminent Impactors
 ATLAS (Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System). Two

telescopes located in Hawaii are partially operating with the
goal to “provide one day's warning for a 30-kiloton ‘town killer,’
a week for a 5-megaton ‘city killer,’ and three weeks for a 100megaton ‘county killer’.”

 Flyeye is a European Space Agency project in early develop-

ment (to be located in Sicily) that should provide 3 week’s
warning for NEAs >40 meter diameter.
Flyeye

ATLAS

Future Asteroid Survey
Approaches
LSST: Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope

• 8 m telescope in Chile
• Prime science goals:
cosmology
• 2nd goal: NEO survey
• Under construction

NEOCam: A prospective space-based infrared 0.5

meter telescope to be built by JPL and placed in
space on the sunward side of Earth.

What are the Effects of an NEA
Impact?
http://www.purdue.edu/impactearth/
This
interactive
program
calculates
impact
effects, using
the best
available
theories, if
one inputs
parameters
for NEO,
target
material, etc.

The Kinds of Effects Being
Researched
 How does the impacting NEA interact with the atmosphere? What

does it do to chemistry, like ozone? How bright does it get and how
far away will fires be set? At what altitude does it explode? How
powerful are shock waves and winds?



If the NEA strikes the ocean, how big is the tsunami and how far
away does it propagate at dangerous heights?

 If the NEA strikes land, how big is the crater and how far away does

ejecta fly? What magnitude earthquake results?

 How serious are the synergistically combined effects? How much

sunlight is blocked, how serious are climate changes, poisoning of
the ocean, effects on agriculture?

 How will human beings be affected? What are possible

psychological, sociological, and economic impacts? How will
warnings be communicated and will they be understood and
obeyed?

Mitigation = Reducing
Consequences of a Hazard
http://www.fema.gov/what-mitigation

Deflection is (at best) just one
(rare) type of NEO mitigation

 “Mitigation”: taking actions long in advance

“Mitigation is the
effort to reduce loss
of life and property
by lessening the
impact of disasters.”

of a potential disaster to lessen consequences on human lives and infrastructure.
 Searching for NEOs, calculating chances
that one might hit, and planning actions like
deflecting the NEO or evacuating groundzero are elements of a NEO mitigation plan.
 Many kinds of natural hazard mitigation
measures (e.g. making housing earthquake
tolerant) are focused on regions prone to
particular disasters (faults, tornado-alley,
coasts)…but NEO strikes are rare and can
happen anywhere, so analogous mitigation
measures are not cost-effective.
 NEO mitigation most often will mean
accurate forecasting of a possible strike so
that people can be warned in time to
evacuate or shelter in place. It will also
mean response and recovery if not forecast.

Methods to Mitigate Effects of a
NEO Impact (NRC, 2010)
Extremely Rare

Annual Events

Deflect an Asteroid so it
Misses the Earth
 Most threatening

Kinetic Impactor
Gravity Tractor

Stand-off
Nuclear
Blast

NEOs are small.
One can be
deflected either (a)
by a “Gravity
Tractor” (GT) or (b)
by striking it with a
“kinetic impactor”
(like Deep Impact),
then “trimmed” by
a GT
 If an NEO is very
big or there is
short warning
time, only a
nuclear device
would be powerful
enough to work

DART Mission to Understand
Deflection
 One of the great uncertainties in asteroid deflection is:

“How much will an impact move it?”
 DART will impact the moon of asteroid Didymos in 2022.
 Observations by the just-approved European Hera mission
and from Earth-based telescopes will measure changes in
the little moon’s orbit and determine “beta”.
Beta (β) is a
measure of how
much additional
momentum is
achieved due to
the material
ejected from the
crater made by the
impact.

Mitigation by Civil Defense
 If the NEA strikes without

warning, or if deflection
seems uncertain or fails
 Warn, evacuate, store
food supplies, plan for a
large medical emergency,
response and recovery
operations…

Our Understanding of Effects has Evolved
so Mitigation Approaches Must also Evolve
 Globally catastrophic effects are now

extremely unlikely …so the possibility we will
need nukes to deflect or destroy multi-km
NEOs is almost vanishingly small.
 Tunguska-like events (and “superTunguskas”) are more likely than we thought
to cause regional catastrophes …so the need
to find them rises, the need to deflect them (by
kinetic impactor) rises, and the possibilities for
emergency response and recovery rise.
 Chelyabinsk shows that very small, frequent
NEOs may have dangerous effects …meriting
frequent warnings and/or evacuations
(because ATLAS-like searches are likely to find
many of them during the weeks before they hit)

“Mitigation”: Switching from Space
Mission Deflection to Civil Defense
 Deflection of an oncoming NEO is certainly a kind of

mitigation that should be studied.
 But 99.9% of NEO mitigation will have nothing to do with
“deflection” (or “destruction”) but instead with
“disaster management,” “civil defense,” “risk
management,” “emergency preparedness,” “risk
communication,” etc.
 I don’t mean that “deflection” is not important, for it is
necessary to prevent the worst disasters…it is just not
what emergency managers will be dealing with almost
every time there is a NEO crisis.

Vital Needs to Reduce
Uncertainties Quickly
 Initial discoveries do not determine the
albedo (reflectivity) of a NEO, so size may
remain uncertain by factor of 3, mass and
destructive energy uncertain by factor of 30.


Must determine physical nature of NEA early

 Human procrastination is likely for impact

probabilities <10% (?), so there is an urgent
need for astrometry to determine if it will hit
or not and require deflection or not.

 Risk corridor is alarming, can stretch

across the Earth; need to determine exact
ground-zero ASAP to enable disaster
preparedness and plan for evacuation.

 Need better estimates of consequences of

airbursts and ocean impacts for planning.

A Problem is that Studying One Asteroid
isn’t Sufficient: They are Diverse
 Asteroids range in size from 1000 km down to meters

Vesta

(or even down to interplanetary dust particles) with
widely varying gravity, dominance of other forces.
 Small bodies range in composition from solid metallic
to rocky to rubbley to carbonaceous to icy.
 Many asteroids are double (even triple), have moons.

1999 KW4

Ida and Dactyl

Japan’s Hyabusa 2 Mission to Ryugu
 162173 Ryugu is a potentially hazardous Near-Earth Asteroid

about 870 meters across. This shows two sides of this “topshaped” rubble-pile body covered with rocks of all sizes.

Hayabusa 2 Touchdown
and Sample Return
The spacecraft touched down
on Ryugu 11 July 2019 to obtain
samples from within a 10-meter
diameter crater that had been
explosively made in April.
Two frames of a movie show the
surface just before touchdown
and just after a small bullet
dislodged rocks, some of which
were captured by the spacecraft.
The spacecraft left Ryugu last
month (November 2019) and will
return to Earth late next year.

NASA’s OSIRIS-REx Mission to Bennu
 101955 Bennu is

very dark (4%
reflectivity) just like
Ryugu, but it is
smaller (490 meters
across).

 It is also top-

shaped and very
rocky.

 Amazingly, it is

shooting pebbles
away from its
surface.

 The plan is to bring

60 g to 2 kg of
sample back to
land in Utah in
2023.

 Public Perception and Risk

Communication about the NEA
Impact Hazard

Public Perception
 A major impact disaster has

never been experienced in
recorded history.

 The tiny chances combined with

huge consequences are difficult
for people to comprehend (e.g.
building in floodplains…or hoping
to win the lottery).

 The impact hazard is “dreadful”

and “apocalyptic”…hence
people may over-react.

 Scientific/mathematical

illiteracy prevails.

Odds of a “Royal Flush” (1
in 649,739) are like chances
of a 1.5 km-wide asteroid
striking next year!

You’re kidding! I
was struck twice
by lightning, too!

“…on an impact course with
Earth”: What does that Mean?
 This asteroid was NOT on a nominal

collision path with Earth (in 2019).
 Indeed, its calculated chances of
hitting Earth were < 1/100,000.
 Dave Morrison and I criticized BBC
science reporter David Whitehouse
for these faulty words.
 Probably based on the BBC report,

this non-event became headline
news around the world.
 Whitehouse justified his words:
 “It is pedantry to say that the
probability of such an impact
was so low that it is misleading
to use the words ‘collision
course’…”
 Whitehouse won a journalism award
that year.
 Whitehouse then became
spokesman for a British climatechange-denying group.

The Torino Scale: NEO Scientists
Attempt to Communicate Risk
The actual Torino Scale

Inspired by
XF11: 1999

Many journalists actually used this scale.
But U.S. Homeland Security turned such
scales into a joke. Effectiveness of such
scales is unclear.

Diagram scientists use to determine
value in particular case

Will an NEO Destroy
our World?
Alabama, 1954

 The NEO hazard is real. It compels us to contemplate the





most extreme possible environmental disaster and put the
lesser, more likely ones into context…
…and to distinguish between societal threats, like terrorism,
and true regional/global natural catastrophes.
Many threats to society and our lives (ebola, war,
famine…even global warming) are here today.
Asteroids are in our future…as flashes in the sky, as places
to travel to, as fuel stations for a spacefaring civilization.
But in the very unlikely event a big one threatens us, this is
one kind of natural disaster we can prevent.
Arecibo radar

(Pat Rawlings, SAIC)

Asteroid Itokawa

 The End
 Any Questions?
 About me: Clark R. Chapman, cchapman

[AT] boulder.swri.edu. I officially retired
from my position of Senior Scientist in
Southwest Research Institute’s Dept. of
Space Studies (Boulder, Colorado) in 2016
but I keep working in that office.

 Back-up slides follow

Useful Links on NEO Hazard
 https://www.nasa.gov/planetarydefense/overview NASA

Headquarters Planetary Defense Coordination Office

 https://www.nap.edu/catalog/12842/defending-planet-earth-

near-earth-object-surveys-and-hazard-mitigation 2010
Report of NAS National Research Council

 https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/ JPL Center for NEO Studies
 https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/2017_n

eo_sdt_final_e-version.pdf NASA SDT Report 2017

1989 Asteroid Crisis in China
Caused by…Me???
 Professional talk by

Chapman & Morrison at
AGU meeting in 1989
 An OK Assoc. Press story
 Picked up by New China
News Agency, broadcast as
leading story on Chinese
evening television
newscast, saying asteroid
will strike China next week
reportedly, crying women
carry their babies into the
streets
 N.Y. Times reports theory
by U.S. foreign policy
experts that this is NOT a
mistake but a policy
decision by the Chinese
government to provide a
reason for China to retain
its nuclear missiles


